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The PSI-2 Flow Computer calculates the velocity of gas in a duct by measuring the
differential pressure across it. The source of the differential pressure measurement
may be an S-type Pitot tube, an averaging Pitot tube or direct connection across a
Venturi or other DP device.

In  addition,  duct  pressure  and  temperature  are  also  measured  providing  the
information required for the instrument to calculate mass flow.

All inputs and outputs can be scaled and calibrated using the configuration software
provided or via the optional fixed display or hand held configurator.  The software
runs on a PC and communicates to the flow computer via either RS232 or RS485.
The  MODBUS  protocol  is  used  to  allow  up  to  32  instruments  to  be  networked
together and controlled from a single point.

Two  analogue  outputs  provide  isolated  4-20mA  current  loops  that  can  be
independently assigned to any parameter within the flow computer, either measured
or calculated. For example, this allows the PSI-2 to display velocity on one channel
and mass flow on the other and allows each one to be appropriately scaled.

Two relays are provided,  reporting ‘system ok’ and a ‘user definable alarm’.   The
alarm relay is  dedicated to analogue output  1 and is set  as a percentage of  the
analogue output full scale.

All data is available via the serial interface, which may be connected via the RS485
option over long distances.

Components of the PSI-2 Instrument
 An IP65 aluminium housing, which contains the flow computer 

o Dimensions 140x220x70mm OR 140x140x70mm
 Two connectors on the bottom of the unit provide electrical connections

o 19 pin – provides power (24V), signals and serial communication
o 7 pin  - provides power and serial connections to the external display 

or hand-held configurator

Optional components
 Integrated S-type Pitot tube and thermocouple
 Integrated averaging Pitot tube and thermocouple
 Push fittings for external D.P. source

 Timed back purge
 Timed auto zero calibration

 Integral configuration display and keypad
 Remote mounted configuration display and keypad
 Hand-held configurator

Software Description
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The PSI-2 has a serial port that can be configured as RS232 or RS485.  This port
allows  access to the set-up registers and also  the results  registers.   The set-up
registers are read /  write  enabled  whilst  the  result  registers are  read only.   The
instrument can be configured either by the PC software, a display screen mounted
internally/externally,  or  a  PSI-2  hand-held  configurator. Therefore,  only  the  “PC
software description” or “Display screen software description” section must
be read.

INSTALLATION

Hardware Installation
Integrated Pitot tubes
The integrated averaging or S-type Pitot tubes require a ¾” BSP female threaded
mounting port. They are attached to the mounting port via the included compression
fitting, mounted on the Pitot tube. Before tightening the compression fitting, ensure
that the Pitot tube is aligned to read maximum flow.  The case of the PSI-2 can then
be rotated so that the connector is at  the bottom by slackening the compression
fitting on the end of the case cone and the grub screw.  The probe should not be
rotated by more than 180º from its original position.  It is not essential that this is
done but will help prevent water ingress in exposed applications. See Appendix 1 for
all electrical connection diagrams. Also, to avoid condensate entering the unit, ensure
that the PSI-2 is mounted at an angle of at least 50 above horizontal. NOTE: the PSI-
2 can accept voltages between 7V and 30V as its power source.

Flow direction
The PSI-2 is supplied from the factory with the pitot tube positioned such that when
viewed from the rear of the unit and with the connector pointing down, the gas flow
should travel form left to right.

External connection tubes
Connect all other external D.P. sources (e.g. Venturi, orifice plate) to the 6mm push
fittings as described above.

Purge connection
If the back purge option is installed, the purge air must be connected to the relevant
6mm push fitting.

PC Software Installation
 Insert the CD ROM
 Select the CD drive using Windows Explorer

Double click on Setup.bat (launches install program)
 Click on Next
 Click on Next
 Click on Next
 Click on Next
 Click on Finish
 Close setup dialogue box to complete software installation

To find out which COMM port is assigned to the USB or Serial device
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 Start – Settings – Control Panel
 Double click “System” logo and select “Device Manager” tab
 Select “Ports (COM & LPT)”

o A list  is  displayed  detailing  the  COMM ports  used  by  each
installed device. Note which port is assigned to the USB, as
this must be inputted into the Psi software.

NOTE – connecting using USB port
If  a  USB to  serial  port  converter  is  used,  the  appropriate  device  driver  must  be
installed.  This  driver  should  be  supplied  with  the  device  (refer  to  manufacturer’s
installation instructions).

PC SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION

Start-Up
Once the software has been correctly installed, run the software from within the PSI
directory by double clicking on  PSIFLOWNET.vxe.  The software should now load
and auto run. Connect the PSI-2 to the serial port on the PC, enter the correct Comm
Port number and click the “Start Comms” button.

A dialogue panel will then appear, in which the numerical address of the instrument
can be changed, as well as specifying which instrument is under surveillance. These
functions are part of the MODBUS network function of the PSI-2 instrument, which
allows up to 32 instruments to be connected together and controlled by a single PC -
see the MODBUS section later for a full description. To exit the panel, click the Close
Address Select button.

The software will then display “PSI-2” in the top right hand corner and can be used to
configure the instrument. The software provides access to all configuration registers,
along with data logging and graphical displays of the data.

Fig 1 shows the software in its idling state.  Communications are operational in this
state but no results are displayed.
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MODBUS
When more than one PSI-2 (or other MODBUS compatible instrument) is connected
together, each must be addressed individually. This allows all the instruments to be
referred to in turn and controlled from a single PC. To address an instrument, enter
the correct Comm Port number for the serial connection and click the Start Comms
button  to  access  the  select/alter  address  panel.  To  change  the  address  of  the
currently  selected  instrument,  click  the  Start  button  under  the  Actual  Instrument
Address header. Enter the desired address and click the OK button – the acceptable
address range is 1-247, with address 0 being reserved for broadcast facilities. To
change  the  PC interface  to  another  instrument,  click  the  Start  button  under  the
Display Instrument Address and alter the value as described above. Exit the address
select/alter  panel  by  clicking  the  Close  Address  Select  button.  The  instrument
address panel can be accessed at any time by clicking the Change Instrument button
on the main panel. NOTE - It is not possible for two instruments to have the same
address, as this causes communication errors. 

By default, when a new instrument is switched on it has an address of 1. So before
another instrument is connected to the same network, the address of the original
instrument must be changed to avoid clashes. For example, to create a network of 5
PSI-2s, numbered 1 to 5, connect the first instrument to the network and change the
address from 1 to 5. Connect the next and change the address from 1 to 4. Continue
adding instruments and addressing them with the next number down, until the fifth
instrument is added – this does not need to be changed from the default address of
1.

For  a  full  description  of  the  MODBUS implementation  in  the  PSI-2,  refer  to  the
separate  Perception-si  document  “MODBUS  integration:  PSI-2  Flow  Computer”
(document number PSI-2-2004).
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Unit selection
Click the drop down box next to Duct area to change the units between metres/feet
squared and centimetres/inches squared. Click the drop down box next to Flow Units
to change the units between seconds, minutes or hours. The parameters affected by
these  changes  are  the  imperial  and  metric  versions  of  Duct  area,  Mass  flow,
Volumetric flow and Normalised Volumetric flow.

Display registers
To show the current data, select Display Registers. This displays the live data from
the PSI-2.

Write Registers
To alter any internal parameters of the PSI-2 for diagnostics purposes, click the Write
Register button. This brings up a dialogue box from which any parameter can be
selected and altered. To select a parameter, click the box under the Select Register
header and select from the drop down list that appears. The current value of that
parameter  is  then displayed.  To  alter  the  parameter,  enter  the  new value  in  the
Required Value box and click the Write button. The new value will then be sent to the
PSI-2 and displayed in the Current Value box.

Note:  when ANY parameter is changed this is a permanent change, which is stored
in  the systems non-volatile  memory.   Whilst  this  may be changed  approximately
100,000 times it is a permanent change and the only way old data can be restored is
to re-enter the data manually.  Hence it is recommended that a hard copy of the set-
up data is recorded so that the system can be restored if it is changed by mistake. 

The  Write  Register  should  only  be  used  to  alter  the  Pitot  Coefficient  and  for
calibration purposes. All other parameters are altered via the Configuration Panel and
Linearisation Panel.

Configuration Panel
The configuration panel, shown in Fig 2, allows the instrument to be easily configured
by the user.  Parameters that can be altered from the configuration panel  are the
analogue outputs, duct area, standard temperature, water content, molecular weight
and damping.  The panel  also allows the Back Purge and Zero Calibration  to be
configured and controlled and Calibration Coefficients to be loaded and saved.
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Fig 2 – Configuration Panel

Password
A password function locks the parameters of the instrument so that unauthorised 
changes cannot be made.  This does not affect the read functions and full access is 
available.  The Psi-2 has a fixed password of 1302 and cannot be changed. The lock 
unlock function is in the form of a toggle i.e. each time a valid password is entered 
the status of the lock is changed; its current status is clearly displayed next to the 
button.   When locked the write function is disabled for access over the modbus 
interface.  The instrument always powers up in the locked state and to relock the 
instrument the password should be made different to 1302.

Analogue Outputs
To allocate the parameters reported by each analogue output, click the selection bars
on the top left of the configuration panel and select from the drop down boxes. The
units of each output will be updated automatically and displayed in the configuration
panel. The minimum and maximum range of each channel must also be set up, by
clicking on the “Change Min/Max” buttons and entering the required values.

Note: Various parameters can be selected to be metric, imperial, normalised or non-
normalised (e.g. mass flow) by selecting the relevant parameter description from the
analogue output drop down box.

An alarm level can also be set on analogue output one. This is set by clicking the
“Change alarm level” box and entering the required value, as a percentage of full
scale. When the value then goes above/below this level, the status of the alarm relay
is changed.

The “Track On/Off” buttons toggle whether the Analogue Outputs follow the actual
instrument readings during a purge/zero cycle or if they remain at the same value
throughout the cycle.
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Change Duct Area
To change the duct area, click on either the “Change duct area (M)” or “Change duct
area (I)” buttons and enter the required value. Only one of the change duct area
buttons need be clicked, as the PSI-2 automatically updates the values of both.

Change Standard Temperature
The standard temperature is the temperature to which the normalised flows will be
referenced  to  and  is  altered  by  clicking  on  either  of  the  “Change  Standard
Temperature”  buttons  and  entering  the  required  value.  Only  one  of  the  Change
Standard Temperature buttons need be clicked, as the PSI-2 automatically updates
the values of both.

Change Water Content %
The water  content  percentage  is  required  to  calculate  the  dry  flow  rates  and  is
entered  by  clicking  on  the  “Change  Water  Content  %”  button  and  entering  the
required value.

Molecular Weight
The Molecular Weight is also required for mass flow and volumetric flow reporting
and is altered by clicking on the “Change Mol Wt” button and entering the required
value.

Damping
Alter the Damping coefficient to adjust the noise sensitivity of the PSI-2, by clicking
the “Change damping” button and entering the required value.

Amb Damping
The Amb Damping coefficient adjusts the damping on the ambient temperature. Click
the “Change Amb Damping” button to adjust.

Load/Save Cal Coeffs
To save the current configuration parameters, click the “Save Cal Coeffs” button and 
choose a .txt filename. This will store the current values of the parameters, which can
be reloaded into the instrument by clicking the “Load Cal Coeffs” and selecting the 
required file.

Back Purge/ Auto Zero operation
The  bottom  section  of  the  Configuration  Panel  is  devoted  to  the  configuration,
operation and status of the back purge and auto zero functions. As these are optional
additions to the PSI-2, not all the functionality described will be needed by all users. 

The purge and zero functionality are set with the “Enable/Disable” buttons and the
status is displayed between them. The length of the Zero Delay, Track Delay and
Duration must then be set, by clicking the buttons and entering the desired values.
The purge/zero cycle is composed of five steps as displayed below in Figure 3. In
step 1 the Tracking Delay period is used to calculate an average reading. If “Track” is
set  to  ON for  the  Analogue  Output  (from the  Configuration  panel),  this  average
reading is displayed for the duration of the purge/zero cycle. In step 2, the sensor is
switched from process air to ambient, for the duration of the Zero Delay. This ensures
the relay is fully switched before the purge air is turned on (step 3), so that no purge
air can travel to the sensor. Steps 4 and 5 allow the sensor to be safely turned back
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to process air and let the pressure readings return to normal before being outputted
again. NOTE – The Duration time has a minimum acceptable value of twice the Zero
Delay  plus  twice the Track Delay  plus  ten seconds.  Finally,  if  the autocalibration
function is to be used, the interval between autocalibrations must be set, by clicking
the “Interval” button. To begin the purge/zero cycle, click the Start Purge/Zero button.
If an Interval time has been set, the cycle will be repeated after every interval period
– to disable the autocalibration function, change the Interval time back to zero.

Fig 3 – Purge/Zero cycle

Graph Data
Three graph windows are provided, each with three selectable channels.  To open a
graph window click on the Graph 1, 2 or 3 button – see Fig 4.

Graph 1 and 2 operate on a sample number basis, i.e. each time data is received it is
plotted on the graph next to the previous sample.

Graph 3 operates on a time basis were the X-axis is the time and date at which the
sample was received.

Each graph can be individually configured to display the desired parameter, scale,
region etc.
Note:  if the graph is closed it will  still  receive and plot data but settings such as
scales etc., will be lost.

 Select parameters to be graphed by clicking the names under the CH1, CH2,
CH3 boxes and selecting the desired parameters from the drop-down boxes.

o The settings of each channel can then be changed by left clicking on
the parameter name on the left hand side of the graph.

o The scale of each channel can then be changed by left clicking on the
units of each parameter, situated above the scales.

 To auto scale the graph, left click on the “auto scale” button.
 There are two pointers on the graph that can be moved around and allow

individual point values to be read.
o Select the line to be examined by left clicking on the line box below

the graph.
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o Drag the pointer to the desired point on the graph. The point number
and value are then displayed under the graph.

 Right  clicking  in  the  main  graph  area  will  bring  up  a  general  formatting
dialogue box, enabling functions such as zoom factor, clear screen, etc.

 On live graph 3, a clear graph function is also included.

Fig 4 – Display Live Graph

Data Logging
Data logging is performed by first selecting a data log file name. To do this, click in
the Select File box on the screen, bringing up a dialogue box to choose the file name
and location. The file name must end with  .PSI as its file extension. Secondly, the
time interval between data points must be set. This is done by entering the desired
delay in the Sample Time box, in seconds.

When the file has been selected, data logging can commence or cease using the
‘Run/Stop’ button. The data is saved in plain text format with each field separated by
a  semicolon.   This  can  be  imported  into  Excel  using  the  import  function,  with
“delimiter” set to “semicolon”. The order in which the data is saved is as displayed in
the register display window.

Linearisation
In  ducts,  the  velocity  profile  may  change  with  velocity  of  gas.   For  most  flow
measuring devices this change in velocity profile will affect the reported velocity.  This
is the case for single point measurement systems or line measurements.  This is
primarily  because  most  flow monitors  do  not  take  area  into  account.  The  PSI-2
employs a linerarisation  technique to overcome these problems,  to  ensure that  it
reports the correct velocity (within the range it has been calibrated in).
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Assume the PSI-2 reads the velocity with no errors but independent tests performed
at low medium and high flow rates show the total area flows change with respect to
the PSI-2 as in Fig 5.

Figure 5 – Linearisation graph

Three error points are then available.  In Fig 5 the PSI-2 reads low at 3m/s, high at
20m/s and low again at 30m/s.

When all the velocity readings are inputted to the PSI-2, it calculates and applies a
2nd order polynomial to the readings such that the three calibration points agree. The
polynomial used is;

Velocity out = aV2+bV+c

The table  below shows the compensated results  generated  by  this  method.  The
compensation factors a,  b and c are displayed in the Linearisation  dialogue box,
along with the velocity readings.

Measured Area 
Velocity

Reported PSI-2
Velocity

Compensated    
Results

Compensation
Factors

3.1 2.7 3.0997 a    18
20.4 22.1 20.384 b    422
30.6 29.4 30.57 c    1821

The Linearisation  dialogue  box allows  compensation  to  be  calculated  from three
different flow rates. As the function of the linearisation compensation is to ensure the
velocities reported by the PSI-2 are accurate and repeatable over the velocity range
of the installation, it  is necessary to sample velocities at minimum, maximum and
normal  running  conditions.  Although  the  linearisation  compensation  cannot  be
implemented until all three velocity regimes have been sampled, there is no time limit
between recording results. For each velocity an average reading from the PSI-2 must
be stored, along with the actual reading measured by another instrument. Once all
three velocities have been measured, the compensation routine can be implemented.
The Linearisation dialogue box is shown below in Fig 6.
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Fig 6 – Linearisation Panel

The Linearisation process;
 Click  the  “Set  Sample  Time”  box  and  enter  the  required  sample  time,  in

seconds. This sets how long the velocity will be measured and averaged over.
 When the duct velocity is at its lowest point click the “Start” button next to the

“Change low” button (either the metric or imperial start button can be pressed,
as both imperial and metric PSI-2 velocity values will be updated). This sets
the Time Remaining value to the sample time and starts counting down and
logging.  When  the  sample  time  elapses,  the  average  velocity  over  the
measured time period is displayed.

 Click one of the “Change Low” buttons and enter the velocity as reported by
an independent velocity meter.

 Repeat the above for the Med and High velocities.
 Once  all  the  velocities  have  been  entered,  click  the  “Update  Calibration

Coefficients” button. This performs the linearisation and updates the a, b and
c coefficients displayed.

Further alterations to the linearisation compensation can be performed by altering
any or all of the velocities and clicking the “Update Calibration Coefficients” button.

DISPLAY SCREEN SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION

The  PSI-2  display  interface  is  a  menu  driven  system  and  both  the  handheld
configurator and fixed display have the same structure. The only exception to this is
that a password is not required to operate the hand held unit. Both displays have six
keys/buttons for navigating and configuration (these being UP, DOWN, RIGHT, LEFT,
OK and FUNTION) and additionally the handheld unit has a POWER key and the
fixed unit has an ESC key.
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The operation of the user interface is consistent throughout most screens as follows:
 The top line is in capital letters and is the title of the screen. (It cannot be

selected by the cursor).
 The parameter  or  function  name is  on the left  hand side followed (where

appropriate) by the units for that parameter e.g. in Wg, f/s .  
 The right-hand side displays the data relating to that parameter.

Navigating Between Screens
 Use the UP/DOWN keys to scroll the cursor to the desired line. (NOTE: The

cursor will loop from the bottom to the top of the screen and vice versa). The
cursor will only stop on lines that are editable or link to further screens.

 If an arrow icon is displayed on a line, moving the cursor onto the line and
pressing the RIGHT key will link to another screen.

 The LEFT key always moves back to the previous screen.
 “Appendix 2. Display Screen Overview” gives details of which screens/lines

link to which.

To Change a Parameter
 Use the UP/DOWN keys to scroll the cursor to the desired line.
 Press the OK key to move the cursor to the value field of the parameter. If the

OK key does nothing, the parameter is not editable.
 The UP/DOWN keys will now adjust the value.
 When the value has been adjusted to that desired, press OK again to move

the cursor back to the normal position.

Function Keys 
 The POWER key is used to turn the handheld unit on and off. Hold it for a few

seconds to activate.
 The FUNCTION key is used to alter the contrast, enter the debug mode and

switch the backlight on/off. 
o Hold down the FUNCTION key and use the UP/DOWN keys to alter

the contrast.
o Press the FUNCTION, LEFT and RIGHT keys together to enter the

debug  mode  (The  screen  is  colour  inverted  in  this  mode).  In  this
mode, the display is isolated from the instrument.

o Press the FUNCTION and OK keys to toggle the back light on or off.

The initial screens of the menu structure display the Velocity, Differential Pressure,
Absoulute  Pressure,  Gas  temperature,  Ambient  Temperature,  Volumetric  Flow,
Normalised  Volumetric  Flow  and  Mass  Flow  outputs.  To  setup  the  instrument,
navigate to the MENU screen.

System Setup
Measurement Setup
These screens allow the Pitot  Coefficient,  Molecular  Weight,  Duct  Size,  Standard
Temperature,  Water  Percentage,  Display  Units  (Metric  or  Imperial),  Damping and
Ambient Damping parameters to be altered. See PC Software section for a more
detailed description of the parameters.
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Analogue Output Setup
For each Analogue Output, the parameter to be reported must first be selected. This
is achieved by entering the Register Number of the required parameter – See Figure
7 below. The minimum and maximum ranges must then be set and are entered in the
same units  as the register.  The Track On/Off  parameter  sets  whether  the output
follows the actual readings during the purge/zero cycle or if it outputs the same value

throughout. Finally, for Analogue Output 1 only, an Alarm Setpoint can be set. This is
entered  as  a  percentage  of  full  scale  and  triggers  an  alarm  when  the  value  is
reached.

Fig 7 – Register list for Analogue Outputs

Back Purge Control
The purge and zero functionality  are set  with the Purge Disable/Zero Cal  Enable
toggles. The length of the Zero Time, Track Time and Duration must then be set. The
purge/zero cycle is composed of five steps as displayed in Figure 3. In step 1 the
Track Time period is used to calculate an average reading. If “Track” is set to ON for
the Analogue Output, this is the reading that will be displayed for the duration of the
purge/zero cycle. In step 2, the sensor is switched from process air to ambient, for
the duration of the Zero Time. This ensures the relay is fully switched before the
purge air is turned on (step 3), so that no purge air can travel to the sensor. Steps 4
and 5 allow the sensor to be safely turned back to process air and let the pressure
readings return to normal before being outputted again. NOTE – The Duration time
has a minimum acceptable value of twice the Zero Delay plus twice the Track Delay
plus ten seconds. Finally, if the autocalibration function is to be used the Interval must
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Register Number Register description Units

32 Ambient Temperature C
34 Duct temperature C
36 Absolute Pressure mb
38 Diff Pressure 1 - used on PT2multi mb
40 Diff Pressure 2 mb
42 Diff Pressure 3 - used on PT2multi mb
50 Met Velocity 1 m/s
52 Met Velocity 2 m/s
54 Met Velocity 3 m/s
56 Velocity average m/s
58 Volumetric Flow m^3/s
60 Normalised Volumetric flow m^3/s
62 Mass Flow Kg/s
64 Ambient Temperature F
66 Duct temperature F
68 Absolute Pressure InHg
70 Diff Pressure 1 - used on PT2multi InWg
72 Diff Pressure 2 InWg
74 Diff Pressure 3 - used on PT2multi InWg
82 Imp Velocity 1 f/s
84 Imp Velocity 2 f/s
86 Imp Velocity 3 f/s
88 Velocity average f/s
90 Volumetric Flow f^3/s
92 Normalised Volumetric flow f^3/s
94 Mass Flow lb/s
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be set  – this is the time delay between autocalibrations.  To begin the purge/zero
cycle, change the Manual Trigger parameter to ON. If an Interval time has been set,
the cycle will be repeated after every interval period – to disable the autocalibration
function, change the Interval time back to zero.

Linearisation
The theory behind the Linearisation  technique employed by the PSI-2 is  detailed
above in the PC Software Description section. The Linearisation process employed
by the menu screen structure is described below:

 From the LIN TRIGGER screen, enter the required Duration time in seconds.
This sets how long the velocity will be measured and averaged over.

 When the duct velocity is at its lowest point change the status of the Low Vel
Trigger to On. This sets the Time Left value to the Duration time and starts
counting  down  and  logging.  When the  sample  time  elapses,  the  average
velocity over the measured time period is displayed, on the LIN RESULTS
screen.

 On the LIN RESULTS screen alter the Actual Low velocity to that reported by
an independent velocity meter.

 Repeat the above for the Med and High velocities.
 Once all the velocities have been entered, change the Update toggle at the

bottom of the LIN RESULTS screen to On. This performs the linearisation and
updates the a, b and c coefficients. The coefficients are viewable and also
editable from the LIN COEFFICIENTS screen.

Further alterations to the linearisation compensation can be performed by altering
any or all of the velocities and changing the Update parameter on the LIN RESULTS
screen to On.

Password 
When the fixed display is used, a password must be entered on the ENTER
PASSWORD screen if any changes to the instrument are to be made. If the

password is entered incorrectly, only read access is permitted. This allows all users
to view the measured outputs of the instrument and to examine the configuration but

not change them. The password is set to “1302”, and cannot be changed.

CALIBRATION

The  PSI-2  is  supplied  fully  calibrated,  but  will  require  further  calibrations
approximately  every  six  months  to  ensure  measurement  accuracy.  It  is  not
recommended that non-service personnel perform sensor calibrations.

On site equipment required
 Calibrated ambient thermometer 
 mV source - to replicate thermocouple output
 Calibrated pressure source, range 0-254mmH20  (0-10”Wg)

Certified test equipment is required to comply with traceable standards used as a
primary device.  This ensures that when the PSI-2 is calibrated, it is against traceable
standards.
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The PSI-2 can be calibrated with either the PC software, the fixed display unit or the
handheld configurator. If the PC software is used, the parameters are altered from
the Write Register. If either of the display units are used, the parameters are altered
from the SENSOR CALIBRATION screens.

Ambient Temperature
To calibrate the ambient temperature, Adjust the AmbTempSpan parameter until the
Amb Temp parameter reads the current ambient temperature ºC.

Stack Temperature
Short  out  the thermocouple  input  and adjust  the  StackTempZero/Gas Temp Zero
parameter so that  the Stack Temp/  Gas Temp parameter reads the same as the
ambient  temperature.  Connect  a  thermocouple  at  a  known  temperature  to  the
instrument and adjust the StackTempSpan/ Gas Temp Span parameter so that the
Stack Temp/ Gas Temp parameter reads the thermocouple temperature, i.e., 245ºC
is displayed as 245.  It is advisable to repeat this procedure to ensure accurate zero
and span is achieved.

Differential Pressure
Before performing differential calibrations, it is important to let the pressure sensors
of the PSI-2 settle. It is, therefore, necessary to power up the unit and leave it for at
least 5 minutes before calibrating.

To perform a zero calibration, disconnect all  of the pipes to the Pitot tube(s). The
‘auto zero’ function key in the PSI-2 should be depressed and held for 5 seconds until
the LED illuminates. Recalculation of the zero offset takes only a few seconds, after
which the LED extinguishes, indicating the procedure is complete.  (See Appendix 1
for Zero key location on PCB). Alternatively, The Zero Cal must be enabled from the
Configuration panel of the PC software or from the BACK PURGE CONTROL display
screen and a Purge/Zero cycle initialised.

Before  performing  a  span  calibration,  a  zero  calibration  must  be  performed.  To
perform a span calibration,  first  disconnect  all  of  the pipes to the Pitot  tube and
connect  a  differential  pressure  source to  the HP port  of  the  differential  pressure
transducer input (red band). Set the external pressure source to 127mm.  Adjust the
DiffPressSpan parameter so that the Diff Pressure parameter displays 127. 

Repeat the zero/span procedure to ensure accurate calibration. 

Stack Pressure
The stack pressure is measured in absolute terms. It is, therefore, not possible to
perform a zero/span adjustment as such. Instead, the slope of the transducer output
as a function of pressure is calibrated and then offset to the correct lateral position.  
To calculate the slope of the transducer output as a function of pressure, first change
StackPressZero to 0, StackPressSpan to –650 and note down the Stack Pressure
reading. Then apply an increase in pressure of 10”Wg to the stack pressure input
and note the new reading.

Then, using the following formula, calculate the gain error;

errorgain
ading





Re
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 errorgain
Reading Low - ReadingHigh 

Pressure Applied

For example;  The Stack Pressure reading is “755mb”.     
  After applying 10”Wg (24.9mb) pressure, the new reading is “778mb”
  The equation for the gain error then gives;

083.1
755778

9.24 


 

Meaning that the gain is 8.3% low, so multiply the current 
StackPressSpan parameter by 1.083 to correct this gain error.

To calculate the offset of the calibrated slope, disconnect the stack pressure input
allowing ambient  air  pressure to the transducer.  Then adjust  the StackPressZero
parameter so that the reading is the same as the current local atmospheric pressure.

APPENDIX 1. PHYSICAL DETAIL

Direction of flow 
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Power, signal, 
serial connector

Options Connector 
See guide below

Thermocouple 
located on lower 
part of Pitot Tube

Rear View
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Signal Connections
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Options Connector
Configuration for back purge

GND pin = Thermocouple -VE
Pin 1 = Thermocouple +VE
Pin 2 = Zero Vent Solenoid Drive
Pin 3 = +24V
Pin 4 = Purge Solenoid Drive
Pin 5 = +24V
Pin 6 = Aux Solenoid Drive (not used) 

 

  

A 
B 

C 

D 

E 

F 

N 

G H 
J 

K 

L 

M 

P 

R 

S 
T 

U 
V 

Pin Function

A Supply +
B Supply -
C Analogue O/P 1+
D Analogue O/P 1-
E Analogue O/P 2+
F Analogue O/P 2-
G Relay 1 (System OK) Common
H Relay 1 (System OK) Normally Open
J Relay 1 (System OK) Normally Closed
K Relay 2 (Alarm) Common
L Relay 2 (Alarm) Normally Open
M Relay 2 (Alarm) Normally Closed
N Serial In (RS485 A / RS232 A)
P Serial Out (RS485 B / RS232 B)
R Ground
S Ground
T Ground (Serial)
U Cal In Progress Relay
V Cal In Progress Relay
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Optional External Thermocouple Connector
Thermocouple +VE 1
Thermocouple -VE 2
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PCB Connections PSI-2
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JP1 - (Calibration)

J1 - Relay 2

J2 - Relay 1

JP2 - Analogue O/P 2

JP3 - Analogue O/P 1

J3 - Power Supply

JP7 - Thermocouple

JP4 - (Power LED)

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

3
JP6 - Serial

Supply -ve
Supply +ve

1-
GND

1+

GND
2 -
2 +

COMMON
N/C
N/O

COMMON
N/C
N/O

GND
SWITCH

LED

LED
GND

-
+

B
A

GND
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Auto Zero Key & LED Location
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Fuse

Power LED

Auto Zero LED

Auto Zero 
Function 
Switch

RS 485 
device

RS232 
device
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APPENDIX 2. DISPLAY SCREEN OVERVIEW
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PSI-2 FLOW COMPUTER
Velocity m/s                     0.000
Diff Pres mb                    0.000
Gas Temp °C                  0.000
Norm Vol Flow Nm3/*     0.000
Mass Flow Kg/*               0.000
More (1)                                ►
Menu (2)                               ►

0

MEASUREMENT SETUP
Pitot Coeff                      [0.000]
Mol Weight                    [0.000]
Duct Size m2                  [0.000]
STD Temp °C                [0.000]
Water  %                        [0.000]
Display Units             [Met/Imp]
More (21)                              ►

4 (◄ to (2) )

LINEARISATION

Linearisation Trigg (9)           ►
Linearisation Results (10)     ►
View Coefficients (11)           ►

7 (◄ to (2) )

ANALOGUE 2 SETUP
Register Number           [0.000]
Min Value                      [0.000]
Max Value                     [0.000]
Track                           [On/Off]

6 (◄ to (2) )

ANALOGUE 1 SETUP
Register Number           [0.000]
Min Value                      [0.000]
Max Value                     [0.000]
Track                           [On/Off]
Alarm Level  %             [0.000]

5 (◄ to (2) )

BACK PURGE CONTROL
Duration Secs               [0.000]
Time Left Secs               0.000
Interval  Mins                 [0.000]
Time Left Mins                0.000
Zero Time Secs             [0.000]
Track Time Secs           [0.000]
More (22)                              ►

3 (◄ to (2) )

MENU
Measurement Setup (4)        ►
Analogue 1 Setup (5)            ►
Analogue 2 Setup (6)            ►
Sensor Calibration (8)           ►
Back Purge Control (3)         ►
Linearisation (7)                    ►
More (17)                              ►

2 (◄ to (0) )

PSI-2 FLOW COMPUTER
Velocity m/s                     0.000
Abs Pres mb                    0.000
Amb Temp °C                  0.000
Vol Flow m3/*                   0.000
Mass Flow Kg/*               0.000
More (0)                                ►
Menu (2)                               ►

1 (◄ to (0) )
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SENSOR CALIBRATION
Temperature Cal (12)           ►
Diff Pressure Cal (13)           ►
Abs Pressure Cal(14)           ►
Analogue O/P Cal (15)          ►

8 (◄ to (2) )

TEMPERATURE CAL
Amb Temp °C                  0.000
Amb Temp Zero            [0.000]
Amb Temp Span           [0.000]
Gas Temp °C                  0.000
Gas Temp Zero             [0.000]
Gas Temp Span            [0.000]

12 (◄ to (8) )

ANALOGUE O/P CAL
CH1 Zero                       [0.000]
CH1 Span                      [0.000]
CH2 Zero                       [0.000]
CH2 Span                      [0.000]

15 (◄ to (8) )

ABS PRESSURE CAL
Abs Press mb                 0.000
Abs Press Zero              [0.000]
Abs Press Span             [0.000]
Zero Temp Coef            [0.000]
Span Temp Coef           [0.000]

14 (◄ to (8) )

DIFF PRESSURE CAL
Diff Pres mb                  0.000
Zero                               [0.000]
Span                              [0.000]
Zero Temp Coef            [0.000]
Span Temp Coef           [0.000]

13 (◄ to (8) )

LINEAR COEFFICIENTS
Coefficient a                  [0.000]
Coefficient b                  [0.000]
Coefficient c                  [0.000]

11 (◄ to (7) )

LINEARISATION RESULTS m/s
Measured Low                 0.000
Actual Low                     [0.000]
Measured Med                0.000
Actual Med                    [0.000]
Measured High                0.000
Actual High                    [0.000]
Update                        [Yes/No]

10 (◄ to (7) )

LINEARISATION TRIGGER
Low Vel Trigger            [On/Off]
Med Vel Trigger           [On/Off]
High Vel Trigger           [On/Off]
Time Left secs                 0.000
Duration secs                  0.000
Abort                           [Yes/No]

9 (◄ to (7) )
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CLOCK SETUP
Year                               [0.000]
Month                            [0.000]
Day                                [0.000]
Hour                               [0.000]
Minute                            [0.000]
Second                          [0.000]

16 (◄ to (17) )

ABOUT
PSI-2 Flow Computer
User interface
Designed by 
Perception-SI Ltd
Manufactured in UK
          Version 4.00
PSI-2 VERSION 4.040

20 (◄ to (17) )

BACK PURGE CONTROL
Purge Disable             [No/Yes]
Zero Cal Enable           [On/Off]
Manual Trigger             [On/Off]
Auto Status                    On/Off
More (3)                                ►

22 (◄ to (3) )

MEASUREMENT SETUP
Damping                        [0.000]
Amb Damping                [0.000]
More (4)                                ►

21 (◄ to (4) )

SCREEN NOT USED

19

ENTER PASSWORD

Password                           [X]

18 (◄ to (17) )

MENU
Clock Setup (16)                   ►
Enter Password (18)             ►
About (20)                             ►
Param Setup                         ►
Flow Units  Hour
Duct Units  Mtr
More (2)                                ►

17 (◄ to (2) )
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KEY

0.000 - Display only number (not editable)
(0.000) - Variable number/value editable on a different screen
[0.000] - Variable number/value editable on this screen

◄ / ► - On screen these indicate further screens can be accessed with the 
▲ / ▼ relevant keypad direction button. 

- Off screen these indicate the screens accessible via the applicable 
keypad direction buttons.

(00)                  - Indicates the screen that will be accessed from the line. 

APPENDIX 3. CALCULATIONS

The P2 is a powerful flow computer as well as a measuring system for pressures and
temperatures.  The calculations performed by the PSI-2 are as follows:-

Velocity
The basic formula that the flow computer uses is:

PM

Tstack
PCKV


 273

where 

V = stack gas velocity (m/s)
K = Pitot tube velocity constant (34.97)
C = velocity pressure coefficient (for S-type Pitot=0.84) (dimensionless)
P = square root of differential pressure of stack gas (mmH20)

Tstack = stack temperature (ºC) 
P = absolute stack gas pressure (mm.Hg)

            M   = molecular weight of stack gas, wet basis (g/g mole)

Detailed Description of Variables

K is the velocity constant for Pitot tubes and is internally set to 34.97

C is the velocity pressure coefficient and for S type Pitot tubes is around 0.84.
This parameter should be adjusted for the individual Pitot tubes used in the
specific application.  This is normally supplied via a calibration certificate.

ΔP  is  measured  by  an  on  board  differential  pressure  transducer  and  is
reported in mmH2O

Tstack  is the  stack  temperature  measured  via  an  external  K  type
thermocouple and is reported in ºC
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P is the absolute stack pressure and is measured with the on board pressure
transducer and is expressed in mmHg

Molecular Weight
M is the molecular weight of the stack gas on a wet basis in g/g mole.  To
calculate  this  value the components of  the stack gas must  be known.   In
general the main components are CO2, O2 and N2, plus water.  The dry weight
is calculated by:

100

%
28

100

%
28

100

%
32

100

%
44

222 NCOOCO
Mdry 

w  hen

Mdry = dry molecular weight of stack gas (g/g mole)
%CO2 = percentage CO2 in gas stream
%O2 = percentage O2 in gas stream
%CO = percentage CO in gas stream
%N2 = percentage N2 in gas stream
44 = molecular weight of carbon dioxide (g/g mole)
32 = molecular weight of oxygen (g/g mole)
28 = molecular weight of carbon monoxide and nitrogen (g/g mole)

This can then be converted to a wet basis by:

   wowo BBMdryM 181 

when

M = wet molecular weight of stack gas (g/g mole)
Mdry = dry molecular weight of stack gas (g/g mole)
Bwo = proportional of water vapour in the gas stream by volume
18 = molecular weight of water in (g/g mole)

The resulting value must be entered into the molecular weight
parameter 

Volumetric Flow
To calculate the volumetric flow in m3/min the velocity is scaled by Ax60, from 
the equation; 

VF=AxVx60 

where A is cross sectional area in m2

and 60 converts seconds to minutes.

Normalising to Standard Conditions
The PSI-2 reports the flow output on a dry basis at 0ºC and at standard 
pressure. To do this, the following equations are used;
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The volumetric flow is referred back to standard conditions by the formula 

273

)1)(3592.0(




Ts

BwoPsQa
Vav

 Bwo =Proportion of water vapour in the gas stream by volume
Ps = Absolute stack pressure
Qa =volumetric flow at actual conditions
Ts =Stack temperature
0.3592 =Conversion factor (K/mm.Hg)  (273/760)
273 =C to K conversion constant
274

Mass Flow
To calculate the mass flow of gas, the volumetric flow is multiplied by the mass of the
gas per unit volume.  To calculate the mass per m3 the ideal gas law is used.

Calculating the mass density of a gas at standard temperature and pressure
The ideal gas law states:

pV = nRT

where
p     =   pressure of gas
Vstd  =   volume of gas
n     =   number of moles of gas
R    =   universal gas constant (8.314  J/mol.K)
T     =   temperature of gas

Rearranging for volume gives:

Vstd =  nRT
                     p

At standard temperature and pressure (TSTD=0oC i.e. 273K, 1.013x105 Pa) the 
volume of 1 mole of gas is thus:

Vstd = 1 × 8.31 × (273+TSTD) 
                        1.013 ×105

       = 22.40 ×10-3 × m3

Now density is defined as: 
stdV

m

So the mass density of a gas (at STP) = 
 

3

3

1040.22

10/





gmolggasofweightMolecular
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So at STP, the instrument then takes the volumetric flow in m3/min and multiplies it by

4.22

eightMolecularw
   giving the result in kg/min.

However, the standard volume of one mole of gas will be different from that above if
a  different  standard temperature is  selected.  The PSI-2,  therefore,  calculates  the
standard  volume  based  on  the  chosen  standard  temperature.  In  general  this
becomes;

 STDT

M
flowVolmKgflowMass




27331.8

)10013.1(
)/(

5
3

NOTE: As the mass flow is calculated from the normalised volumetric flow, if  the
water content of the gas is removed from the normalised volumetric flow, it will also
be removed from the mass flow.
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Worked Example

Based on:
Duct diameter: 1.2m
0% O2 20%
CO2   1%
N2 79%
Moisture content by volume 0.03  (3%)
Velocity 10m/s
Temperature 200ºC
Pressure +20”wg  (797mmHg)

Molecular weight of dry gas:

100

%
28

100

%
28

100

%
32

100

%
44

222 NCOOCO
Mdry 

Md = 44 x 1  + 32 x 20  + 28 x 79 = 28.96 g/gmol
                  100          100           100

Molecular weight of stack gas wet:

   wowo BBMdryM 181 

Ms = 28.96 (1 – 0.03) + 18 (0.03) = 28.63 g/gmol

Area of duct    =  ( D / 2 )2

  = 3.142× (1.2 / 2)2

  = 1.131m2

      
If the measured velocity is 10m/sec the reported volumetric flow would be:

273200

)03.01(7973592.06.678


xxx

)(min@4.398 3 drySTPm

The mass would be:

min/1.515
4.22

)_(96.284.398
kg

weightdryx 

Note on a wet basis these would be reported as;

min7.410 3m and min9.524 kg respectively
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APPENDIX 4. CONVERSION CHARTS
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Gas % Weight

N2 78.08 21.88

O2 20.95 6.704
Ar 0.93 0.372

CO2 0.03 0.014

28.97Total Dry Air

MOLECULAR WEIGHT 
OF DRY AIR

BREAKDOWN OF THE

MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF AIR
Dry 28.97

10% H2O 27.87

20% H2O 26.78

Gas
Molecular 

weight

H Hydrogen 1
H2O Water 18
O2 Oxygen 32
CO Carbon Monoxide 28
NO Nitric Oxide 30
NO2 Nitrogen Dioxide 46
N2 Nitrogen 28

SO2 Sulphur Dioxide 64
CO2 Carbon Dioxide 48
CH4 Methane 16

MOLECULAR WEIGHT
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lbf /in2
inH2O ftH2O inHg atmos. mmHg mbar kgf /cm2 N /m2 N /mm2

lbf / in2 1.0000000 27.6799000 2.3066700 2.0360200 0.0680460 51.7149000 68.9476000 0.0703070 6,894.7600000 0.0068948

inH2O 0.0361270 1.0000000 0.0833330 0.0735560 0.0024583 1.8683200 2.4908900 0.0025400 249.0890000 0.0002491
ftH2O 0.4335280 12.0000000 1.0000000 0.8826710 0.0295000 22.4198000 29.8907000 0.0304800 2,989.0700000 0.0029891

inHg 0.4911540 13.5951000 1.1329200 1.0000000 0.0334210 25.4000000 33.8639000 0.0345320 3,386.3900000 0.003386

atmos. 14.6959000 406.7810000 33.8984000 29.9213000 1.0000000 760.0000000 1,013.2500000 1.0332300 101 325. 0.101325

mmHg 0.0193370 0.5352400 0.0446030 0.0393700 0.0013158 1.0000000 1.3332200 0.0013591 133.3220000 0.0001333

mbar 0.0145040 0.4014630 0.0334550 0.0295300 0.0009869 0.7500620 1.0000000 0.0010197 100.0000000 0.0001

kgf / cm2 14.2233000 393.7000000 32.8084000 28.9590000 0.9678410 735.5590000 980.6650000 1.0000000 98 066.5 0.098066

N / m2 0.0001450 0.0040150 0.0003345 0.0002953 0.0000099 0.0075010 0.0100000 0.0000102 1.0000000 0.000001
N / mm2

145.0380000 4,014.6300000 334.5530000 295.3000000 9.8692300 7,500.6200000 10 000. 10.1972000 1 000 000. 1.

PRESSURE

in /sec ft /sec ft /min m /sec km /hour mile/hour UK knot Intl knot
in /sec 1 0.083333 5 0.0254 0.09144 0.056818 0.049342 0.049374
ft/ sec 12 1 60 0.3048 1.09728 0.681818 0.592105 0.592484
ft /min 0.2 0.016667 1 0.00508 0.018288 0.011364 0.009868 0.009875
m /sec 39.3701 3.28084 196.85 1 3.6 2.23694 1.9426 1.94384
km /hour 10.9361 0.911344 54.6807 0.277778 1 0.621371 0.539612 0.539957
mile /hour 17.6 1.466667 88 0.44704 1.609344 1 0.868421 0.868976
UK knot 20.2667 1.68889 101.33 0.514773 1.85318 1.15152 1 1.00064
Intl knot 20.2537 1.68781 101.269 0.514444 1.852 1.15078 0.999361 1

VELOCITY linear Mulitplying factors

litre /sec litre /hour m3 /sec m3 /hour ft3 /min ft3 /hour UK gal /min UK gal /hour US gal /min US gal /hour

litre /sec 1 3600 0.001 3.6 2.118882 127.133 13.19814 791.8884 15.85032 951.019
litre /hour 0.000278 1 0.001 0.000588 0.035315 0.003666 0.219969 0.004403 0.264172
m3 /sec 1000 3 600 000. 1 3600 2118.88 127 133. 13 198.1 791 889. 15 850.3 951 019.

m3 /hour 0.277778 1000 0.000278 1 0.588578 35.3147 3.66615 219.969 4.402863 264.1718
ft3 /min 0.471947 1699.017 0.000472 1.699017 1 60 6.228833 373.73 7.480517 448.831
ft3 /hour 0.007866 28.3168 0.028317 0.016667 1 0.103814 6.228833 0.124675 7.480517
UK gal /min 0.0757682 272.766 0.0000758 0.272766 0.160544 9.63262 1 60 1.20095 72.057
UK gal /hr 0.001263 4.54609 0.004546 0.002676 0.160544 0.016667 1 0.020016 1.20095
US gal /min 0.06309 227.125 0.0000631 0.227125 0.133681 8.020832 0.832674 49.96045 1 60
US gal /hr 0.001052 3.785411 0.003785 0.002228 0.133681 0.013878 0.832674 0.016667 1

VOLUME RATE OF FLOW Multiplying factors

lb /sec lb /min lb/hour kg /sec kg /hour UK ton /hr US ton /hr

lb /sec 1 60 3600 0.453592 1632.93 1.60714 1.8
lb /min 0.016667 1 60 0.00756 27.2155 0.026786 0.03
lb /hour 0.0002778 0.016667 1 0.000126 0.453592 0.0004464 0.0005
kg /sec 2.20462 132.2772 7936.63 1 3600 3.54314 3.968317
kg /hour 0.0006124 0.036744 2.20462 0.0002778 1 0.0009842 0.001102
UK ton /hr 0.622222 37.33333 2240 0.282235 1016.05 1 1.12
US ton /hr 0.555555 33.33333 2000 0.251995 907.1875 0.892857 1

MASS RATE OF FLOW
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APPENDIX 5. SPECIFICATION

Velocity range 3 - 32m/s 

Resolution: 0.01m/s
Units:  m/s, feet/sec

Differential Pressure Input +/-1000Pa Approx 32m/s at STP

Static Pressure Input  0 to 207kPa absolute

Max differential pressure 25kPa (250mbar) No damage

Max differential pressure 50kPa Differential Burst pressure

Max common mode pressure 207KPa Gauge all inputs Burst limit of differential pressure 

transducer
Repeatability 0.1% FS

Span drift +/- 0.25% (250C change) FS

Zero drift +/- 0.2% (250C change) FS

Ambient temperature range -200C to 800C  No display

Supply 8V to 30V 150mA    No display or auto back purge

Pitot Tubes
S type 300mm to 2m

Averaging 300mm to 2m

Material 316 stainless

Temperature range -400C to +7000C

Back Purge System
Air supply 0.5 – 2 bar Clean instrument air

Power requirement 12 – 36V 9W max Powered from flow computer

OUTPUTS
 Two configurable analogue outputs assignable to any measured or calculated

parameter
 Both outputs are 4 – 20mA fully isolated
 Relay 1 System OK
 Relay 2 Alarm, allocated to Analogue Output 1 with configurable trip limit

Serial Interface:  RS232 or RS485 MODBUS
                              9600 Baud, Even parity, 1 Stopbit

 
Dimension:     140mm x 140mm x 70mm OR 140mm x 220mm x 70mm

IP Rating:  IP65 Nema 12

Connections: IP68  Power/Analogue/Relay 19 Pin Socket Housing
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Approximate ranges based on 
20oC at 760mm Hg.
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Notes and comments:
PSI operate a policy of continual development and reserve the right to amend the 
product features and specification without prior notice.

The PSI2 is designed for operation in applications such as the measurement of 
combustion airflow distribution and exhaust measurement where the exhaust is of a 
non corrosive nature.  As the applications are varied and complex it is highly 
recommended that the required operating characteristics are verified  by PSI prior to 
order.
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